The objective of the program is to elucidate novel concepts (including micro-structures, processes, and materials) in the following 2 key areas of ceramics applications relevant to the US Air Force: (i) contact-damage resistance and (ii) thermal insulation/protection. During the period covered by this report, major innovations in the above 2 areas have been achieved and are summarized.
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1. Objective

The objective of the program was to elucidate novel concepts (including microstructures, processes, and materials) in the following 2 key areas of ceramics applications relevant to the Air Force: (i) contact-damage resistance and (ii) thermal insulation/protection.

2. Status of Effort

During this three year grant major innovations in the above 2 areas were achieved and are given below [1-5].

3. Accomplishments/New Findings

3.1. Contact Damage Resistant Ceramics

Using elastic Hertzian (spherical) indentation experiments in a graded alumina-glass composite we have demonstrated that cone-cracking in this composite can be completely suppressed, solely by the virtue of the gradation of its elastic modulus, \( E \) [1,2]. Here \( E \) increases with the depth \( z \) below the indented surface. Under the same indentation conditions fully-developed cone cracks are produced in both the bulk alumina and the bulk glass. A similar beneficial, crack-suppression effect was observed in sliding contact as well [3].

A novel, \textit{in situ} processing method was employed to fabricate easily the above graded alumina-glass composite, free of macroscopic residual stresses. This method involves the impregnation of a dense, fine-grained alumina by a low-elastic-modulus, aluminosilicate glass at elevated temperatures, where the glass penetrates the alumina grain boundaries.

Analytical and finite-element models describing Hertzian indentation of elastically-graded materials [6-8], which were used to guide the present experiments, have shown that the suppression of Hertzian cracks in the graded alumina-glass composite is due to the diffusion of the principal tensile stresses into the interior.

This method was extended to the system of silicon nitride-oxynitride glass system, and the same effect of crack suppression was demonstrated. There is a perceived disadvantage to having large amounts of glass at the contact surface with regards to wear properties. Therefore, a new system of silicon nitride-silicon carbide was invented, where there is silicon nitride at the surface grading down to silicon carbide in the interior. We have demonstrated that such graded ceramics can be processed and sintered without using external pressure. These new graded ceramics show the same quality of crack suppression.

This novel approach of elastic-modulus grading for the enhancement of contact-damage resistance in otherwise brittle materials has a generic appeal, with potential applicability in structural parts, microelectronics (devices and manufacturing), dental materials, prosthesis, magnetic materials, concrete, etc. Furthermore, since the contact-damage resistance effect in graded materials is purely elastic, it is suggested that this effect is likely to be inherently immune to mechanical fatigue. Also, since grain boundaries in most ceramics can be penetrated by glasses of appropriate compositions [9], the novel, \textit{in situ} processing method described above is potentially applicable to a broad range of ceramics such as oxides, mixed oxides, nitrides, oxynitrides, carbides, silicides, etc.
3.2. Thermal-Barrier Ceramics

With regards to thermal-barrier ceramics, an alternative family of ceramics — garnets — has been identified to replace the currently used yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) ceramics in thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) for potentially improved durability [4,5]. TBCs used to insulate and protect hot-section metal components in gas-turbine engines fail prematurely by spallation during service, exposing the bare metal to dangerously hot gases [9]. This issue of TBC failure becomes increasingly important as future high-efficiency gas-turbine engines are designed to operate at increasingly higher temperatures. Of the various factors contributing to TBC failures, one of the most important factor is the oxidation of the metal bond coat [10], a thin bonding layer (10 to 50 µm thickness) sandwiched between the metal substrate and the YSZ coating (125 to 500 µm thickness). The engine environment is the source for the oxygen, which is readily transported through the YSZ coating to the bond coat. The oxygen transport occurs by fast diffusion if the microscopic defects (microcracks, pores), that are usually present in the zirconia TBCs, form a non-percolating network. The very high concentrations of oxygen vacancies present in YSZ, which contribute to the high thermal resistivity in YSZ, are also responsible for the fast diffusion of the oxygen — a factor that appears to fundamentally limit the useful life of YSZ-based TBCs.

Of the various approaches proposed to address the bond-coat oxidation issue, the notion of replacing YSZ with an alternative ceramic of high thermal resistivity, but low oxygen diffusivity, has perhaps the most far-reaching implications, and forms the basis for the present study. In the course of a systematic search, we have found that yttrium aluminum garnet or YAG ($Y_3Al_5O_{12}$) may offer a possible alternative to traditional YSZ [11].

YAG is being considered for future high-temperature structural applications [11] for its excellent high-temperature mechanical properties [11] and phase/thermal stability. Moreover, oxygen diffusivity in dense, polycrystalline YAG ($=10^{-20}$ m²s⁻¹ at 1100 °C [12]) is $=10$ orders of magnitude lower than that in YSZ ($=10^{-10}$ m²s⁻¹ @ 1100 °C for YSZ). Also YAG has a high thermal expansion coefficient (low thermal-expansion mismatch with metals). All these attributes make YAG a potential candidate for alternative TBC ceramic. However, high-temperature thermal conductivity of polycrystalline YAG had not been documented in the open literature.

We have measured the thermal conductivity of dense, polycrystalline YAG as a function of temperature and have found that the high-temperature thermal conductivity of YAG is comparable to that of YSZ [4,5]. Furthermore, it is possible to tailor the thermal resistivity of YAG by alloying it with other ceramics from the isostructural family of garnets — a generic approach [13], potentially applicable to other garnets besides YAG. This concept is illustrated here in the case of YAG-YIG solid solutions, where YIG is yttrium iron garnet ($Y_3Fe_5O_{12}$). The effects of temperature and composition on the observed thermal conductivities have been interpreted with reference to established theories for thermal conduction by phonons and photons [13]. Currently, microstructures of garnets are being tailored to achieve even lower thermal conductivities. For example, by reducing the grain size into the nm region one can enhance the phonon scattering. Simultaneously, by introducing controlled µm-size porosity one can scatter photons [13].

With regards to processing, there is no fundamental barrier to the processing of garnet-based TBCs either by plasma spraying or by electron beam physical vapor deposition (EB-PVD), the two most important methods of TBC manufacturing.
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